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Farm & Ranch
Farm Maintenance Checklist
Seven Springs Farm Maintenance Checklist
John Croft developed this list for late-model John Deere® combines 
entering wheat harvest. We’ve removed some wheat-specifi c 
references or edited the list to include coarse grain and other 
applications.
□  Air pressure: Front tires should be 30 psi; rear tires, 36.
□  Grain hopper drain doors should be closed with the two bolts 

holding them in place.
□  Bin tops should open and close properly.
□  Separator should engage properly.
□  Run combine at full engine speed.
□  Check grain tank auger to ensure rod has jam nuts.
□  Lower feeder house drum.
□  Put feeder house drive chain on crop-appropriate sprocket.
□  Put feed accelerator belt on side appropriate for crop.
□  Put chopper knives ¾ of the way in.
□  Set crop diverter to crop-appropriate setting.
□  Set chopper drive speed to crop-appropriate position.
□  Set tailing auger to crop-appropriate position.
□  All belt adjustments should be at correct tension.
□  Be sure rock trap door is closed and pins are in place so it will not 

open if stuck.
□  Check that top and bottom screens are on zero in cab monitor, 

and look to see that they are completely closed; if not, recalibrate 
them.

□  See if concave is on zero on monitor, and look at concave worm 
gear to make sure it bottoms out; if not, recalibrate it.

□  Set rotor, fan, concave, top screen and bottom screen to the 
appropriate settings for crop being harvested.

□  Set spreader fans for 40-foot spread pattern.
□  Check that seed size in monitor is set for crop to make sure 

combine is showing correct grain loss.
□  Calibrate header.
□  Set reel or corn head appropriately for effi  cient harvest.
□  Set headers for uniform header speed, belt speeds and heights.
□  Every combine should have same home places in the same order 

on 2630 monitors.
□  A/C should be working perfect.
□  All two-way radios should be on key power.
□  All fi eld and caution lights should be working.
□  Combine, headers and header wagons should have numbers that 

are matched up.
□  All operator manuals for header and combines should be in each 

combine.

Grain Cart Checklist
Grain carts are the link between a combine and transport 
trucks; if a grain cart is disabled, it means the combine 
operator has to devote valuable harvest time to hauling 
grain to the truck.
While grain carts are relatively simple machines, a 
preharvest inspection can highlight problem areas before 
they become failures. Kinze® Manufacturing, Inc., has 
distributed the following checkup list for grain carts of all 
colors:
□  Look at augers for wear and reduction in diameter. As 

augers wear, they become smaller and less effi  cient.
□  Check the PTO components, and ensure they are 

greased and serviced. Also, check for proper drive belt 
tension.

□  Check torque on wheel nuts or track-suspension 
components.

□  Check the tension on the track itself.
□  Check or drain and replace the oil in the gearbox with 

lubricant of proper API grade and weight.
□  Inspect the tarp for tears, holes or wear spots.
□  Confi rm the accuracy of the scale system by checking 

the weight and load of your cart with a certifi ed scale 
at your local grain elevator.

□  Ensure all lights are working.
□  Check safety chains for condition, and make certain 

they are attached securely.
□  Ensure “Slow Moving Vehicle” sign is clean and clearly 

visible. 


